


 

Application of the Index 

There are many benefits in continuing the current practice of divorcing the debt allowance from 

actual debt costs.  Setting debt compensation based on third party indices is working well. 

Analysis of industry debt data shows that when networks issue debt with characteristics like the 

benchmark, the current Bloomberg, RBA and Thompson Reuters indices closely match network 

debt issuance costs.  This implies that, if the EICSI is lower than the benchmark, some networks 

have departed from benchmark financing practices to issue lower spread debt.  However, given 

the strong link between debt costs and financing risk borne, these networks bear an increased, 

and uncompensated, level of risk compared to the benchmark approach.  Therefore, this does 

not automatically mean that this reflects efficient practice, nor should the benchmark be reset to 

reflect this increased level of risk.  A benchmark reflecting much shorter-term debt issuances, 

for example, would increase the volatility of prices as larger proportions of debt would be reset 

more frequently, including during periods of financial crisis.  This price volatility would then be 

borne by customers.   

For example, AusNet Services’ debt management practices line up with the AER’s benchmark.  

We have a staggered portfolio of long-term bonds, with a targeted tenor of 10 years.  Not all 

networks finance in this way.  As mentioned above, where networks depart from the AER’s 

benchmark – for example, by raising debt with a tenor of less than 10 years – this will reduce 

spreads (and therefore the AER’s EISCI).  The current EISCI is an average of the cost of 

actual, not benchmark, debt management practices.  Actual practices are relevant in informing 

the benchmark over time.  However, if the EISCI is used to set the benchmark cost of debt, 

actual practice that is different from the benchmark will impact debt compensation for networks, 

like AusNet Services, who do finance consistent with the benchmark.  This is not appropriate. 

AusNet Services attempts to match its debt costs to the regulatory debt allowance by aligning 

debt issuances and/or swap transactions with its debt averaging periods.  If the EISCI is given 

any weight in setting the debt allowance, given it is a 12 month rolling average, we will no longer 

be able to closely match actual debt costs and the regulatory debt allowance.  The debt market 

can move significantly in 12 months and it is impossible to pick a point to issue debt or enter 

into swaps which will exactly match the ‘average’ that will captured by the EISCI. 

In considering whether to apply the EISCI to set the debt allowance, the AER’s starting point 

appears to be that debt costs should be benchmarked like opex – i.e. compensation should be 

based on revealed costs.  However, there is a much stronger trade-off between cost and risk for 

debt than for opex – that is, debt costs incurred are essentially the market price for a given level 

of financing risk.  If debt costs reduce, this is because a network is taking on more financing 

risk; that is, the risk that when shorter term debt is refinanced, funding costs are materially 

higher or financial markets difficult to access, such as has been experienced during the 

pandemic or GFC.   

This direct trade-off between costs and risk means that it should not be assumed that costs to 

customers will be lower if the EISCI is used to set the debt allowance.  Instead, at the margin, 

this could create a stronger incentive than under the current approach to issue higher spread 

debt, lowering risk.  This is because individual networks benefit fully from the reduction in risk, 

but do not wear the full cost – as the higher cost debt issuance will be reflected in the EISCI 

and, therefore, the debt allowance provided to the network. 



 

Benchmark Term 

AusNet Services supports the Chairmont analysis which concludes that the benchmark term for 

industry debt should remain close to 10 years.  There is no case for change. 

In its 2013 Rate of Return Guideline the AER stated: 

‘.., in moving to a trailing average approach we consider that we are 

committing to a debt term for the period nominated.  To change the 

benchmark debt term in response to updated portfolio information would not 

be conducive to regulatory stability.  In light of this, in order to ensure that the 

benchmark efficient entity is able to recover its efficient financing costs 

consistent with the allowed rate of return objective, we propose to use a 10 

year debt term for the purposes of estimating the return on debt and for 

setting the period of the trailing average.’1  

AusNet Services’ transmission network was the most recent network in the NEM to commence 

the transition to the trailing average approach – from 1 April 2017.  It will be in a transition phase 

until 31 March 2027 and has arranged its debt financing accordingly.   

As per the AER’s commitment above, it is important for regulatory stability that the benchmark 

term of debt is not changed in the 2022 RORI.   

The benchmark term of debt is a matter that should be settled early on in the 2022 RORI 

process, for the following reasons: 

• The AER has previously committed to retaining the benchmark debt term of 10 years 

while networks are transitioning to the trailing average debt approach; 

• Chairmont’s most recent analysis has shown that actual debt practices support a 10-

year benchmark term; and  

• Data showing the average term of issuance of industry debt collated in 2020 should be 

treated with caution.  The COVID-19 pandemic created market uncertainty, which 

discourages long-term debt issuances.  Any observed decline in the average term of 

debt issuances seen in the 2020 data would be highly unlikely to be due to a genuine 

shift in underlying efficient debt management practices. 

Credit Rating 

We encourage the AER to consider the appropriate benchmark credit rating in its forthcoming 

working paper on financeability.  The benchmark credit rating set in the 2022 RORI needs to be 

congruent with the cash flows provided by that instrument.  2019 credit rating data is irrelevant 

to this assessment as it does not reflect: 

• The application of the 2018 RORI to many networks in the AER’s sample (including the 

Victorian and South Australian distributors); and  

• The cashflow impact of regulatory determinations being made in the current low return 

conditions.  For example, the recent SA and QLD distribution determinations do not 

deliver benchmark return on capital allowances that are sufficient to cover the AER’s 

 
1 AusNet Services, Better Regulation – Explanatory Statement, Rate of Return Guideline – 
December 2013 






